Residential Carpet
Commercial Carpet
Upholstery
Rugs

RTU pH: N/A
 = Primary Use = Secondary Use

DESCRIP TION:
OINK is a multi-purpose solvent formulated for use on
carpet and fabric that is designed to remove ballpoint
pen, stamp pad , duplicating, marking, writing, felt tip
and colored art inks. It also works effectively on latex,
spray, and other types of paints. It can also be used to
remove shoe polish, cosmetics and adhesives. It has
been specially formulated to be in compliance with the
latest emission regulations.
• Versatile— OINK is both water soluble and solvent
soluble. Most often stains can be removed by applying
OINK, water and extracting. Where solvents are more
appropriate, OINK can be flushed with SOLVENT
CLEAN. Last traces of some color from problematic oil
based stains may need to be treated with STAINZONE.

Contents: 14 lq. oz. (0.41 Litres)
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Oil, Ink, & Grease Remover

solution lightly, directly to the remaining stain.
• Effective— Ink stains that were previously thought to
Agitate lightly. Allow solution to dwell for 2-3 minutes.
be permanent can now be removed. Used in combination with AVENGE as the rinsing agent, OINK has 4. Where appropriate, add a small amount of water
or Avenge Neutral Spotter, agitate and extract with
removed heavy deposits of ink on upholstery where
water. Repeat this process until stain is removed. If
other products failed.
fabric is not water compatible, use a volatile solvent
• Free-Rinsing— OINK will rinse free from the fabric
(SOLVENT CLEAN) to flush OINK and the stain
with either water or volatile solvent. This means no
from the fabric.
re-soiling problems.
5. Note: When using multi-purpose solvents such as
OINK.,
always consider the possible negative effects
DIREC TIONS:
on backing materials such as latex, foam cushion,
1. Always pretest for colorfastness and fiber distortion
and other stabilizing material.
in an inconspicuous area. Do not apply to color
sensitive fibers, leather, satin, silk, suede, velvet, nonCONTENTS: Glycol Ether DB (CAS # 112-34-5),
colorfast wool, or any fabric that can be damaged
Acetone (CAS # 67-64-1), Proprietary Non-hazardous
by water based solutions. Do not use on acetate as
dye dispersant, Isopropyl Alcohol (CAS # 67-63-0),
fabric will dissolve on contact.
Orange Oil (CAS # 5989-27-5)
2. Remove as much of the spilled material as possible
prior to solution application. If particle or powder
SAFET Y INFORMATION AND FIRST AID
spill, dry vacuum. If liquid spill, blot with colorfast,
C AUTION: FL AMMABLE— Keep away from heat
absorbent towel. If sticky material, use spotting spator flame. May cause skin irritation. Use of rubber
ula or dull knife to remove as much of the material as
gloves is recommended. Avoid contact with eyes. In
possible.
case of contact with eyes, flush with water for at least
3. Apply a small amount of spotting solution to towel
15 minutes. Call a physician. If swallowed, do not
and blot the stain. Agitate into spot with spotting
induce vomiting. Call a physician. Use with adequate
spatula, tamp area with spotting brush, or blot spot
ventilation. Avoid prolonged breathing of vapors.
with colorfast absorbent towel. Repeat this
process until the great majority of colored
IMPORTANT NOTICE TO PURCHASER: Seller’s and
pigment is removed from the fabric. Apply
manufacturer’s liability for any and all losses or damFIRE
ages resulting from any cause whatsoever shall in no
event exceed the purchase price of this product, with
respect to which losses or damages are claimed. Before
4
using, the user shall determine the suitability of this
HEALTH
REACTIVITY
product for its intended use, and user assumes all risk
1
0
and liability whatsoever in connection therewith.
Go to www.bridgepoint.com /msds for additional safety, regulatory and liability information.

SPECIFIC
HAZARD

O.I.N.K.
SEE MATERIAL
SAFETY DATA SHEET

VOIR LA FICHE
SIGNATÉTIQUE

Eye & skin irritant. Contains a potential skin sensitizer. Flammable
liquid. Avoid contact with eyes & skin. Wear suitable protective
clothing. Keep away from sources of ignition. Keep out of reach
of children. If in contact with eyes, immediately flush with water
for 15 minutes. Call a physician if irritation develops. If ingested,
do not induce vomiting. Call a physician immediately.
Irritant poour les yeux et la peau. Contient un agent sensibilisateur potentiel pour la peau. Inflammable combustible.
Eviter le contact evec les yeux et la peau. Porter des vétements
protecteurs appropriés. Conserver á l’abri de toutes sources
d’inflammation.Garder hors de la portée des enfants. En cas de
contact avec les yeux, rincer immédiament á grande eau pendant 15 minutes. Appeler un médecin. En cas de contact evec
la peau, rincer á grande eau pendant 15 minutes. Appeler un
médecin en cas d’irritation. En cas d’ingestion, ne pas tenter de
fake vomir. Appeler immédiatement un médecin.

For professional use only.
Keep out of reach of children!
Before using, read all cautions and directions!
See Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS):
www.bridgepoint.com/msds for additional safety
and regulatory information.
Ver al Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) en
www.bridgepoint.com/msds para mas información
de seguridad y reglas.
Another fine product from Bridgepoint Systems
4282 South 590 West, Salt Lake City, UT 84123
www.bridgepoint.com

